Epilogue
Resting on the Alki shoreline at the foot of 63rd Avenue SW, Seattle, is a monument to
the 1851 immigrants’ landing. Frequently, while taking one of his walks around Alki, the
author is asked the question, by visitors and neighborhood residents alike, “Is this really
where they landed?” More often than not the answer given, depending upon the current
mood, lies in the range of “maybe” to “only when elephants roost in trees”. My neighbors
and visitors deserve a more thoughtful answer.
Current Monument Location - Alki Waterfront at
the Foot of 63rd Avenue SW

Original Monument Location – Hotel Stockade
Grounds (about today’s southwest intersection of Alki
Avenue and 63rd Avenue SW

The monument was erected in 1905 by the Washington State Historical Society as a gift
by Lenora Denny.1 Lenora was the daughter of Mary Ann and Arthur Denny, and was a
three years old member of the immigrant landing party.
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The monument’s original location was diagonally across the street from its current
location, on the grounds of the Hotel Stockade. The Stockade marketed itself as a
premier resort and sponsored dances, concerts, cruises from Seattle across Elliott Bay
and festive dining. When the monument was placed on the Hotel’s grounds there was
no public property along the Alki shore. Placement of the monument, on its original site,
would have added to the Hotel’s marketing image. After the City of Seattle acquired the
Alki beachfront in 1910-11, voices grew to relocate the monument to public property. It
was moved in 1926 to its current location.2
The monument reads in part; “At this place on 13 November 1851 there landed …. the
little colony which developed into the City of Seattle”. An answer to the question if the
monument marks the immigrant landing site rests on the meaning of “place”. If one
means pinpoint precision then the monument by its own migration and original
placement, by convenience, fails to mark the landing site. If one means a generalized
“place”, the monument might succeed in marking the landing site. But even by this
standard the monument, more likely than not, is an inaccurate memorialization.
The current monument location is nearly 2,000 feet distant from Alki Point, or about
1,500 feet from the suspected center of the Town of Alki, as shown on the 1854 Coastal
Survey map (Map 11 earlier). Given the advantages of seeing up and down the Sound
and being seen as one navigates up and down the Sound, the more probable location
of the immigrant group landing site is a “place” much closer to the Point and the 1853
Town of Alki location.
Knowing, with precision, the immigrant group’s landing site is more a curiosity than a
matter of importance. The importance of the monument is not the noting of a place but
the story it tells, unintentionally, of changing American culture.
At the time the monument was erected, it listed members of the immigrant party.
Married women were not identified by name. They appeared as “and wife”. Married
women were subsumed into the existence of their husbands. When the monument was
moved, in 1926, this was unchanged, but the rising culture of the automobile and
motoring was celebrated. A rock from Plymouth, Massachusetts from the beach near
the Pilgrims landing place was transported by the First Transcontinental Motorized
Caravan to Alki and was mounted in the monument’s foundation. The new Plymouth
rock’s transportation and mounting was sponsored by the Michigan Automobile Club.
The car was declared transcontinental travel king.
A hundred years after the original immigrants’ landing a time capsule, to be opened in
2051, was placed near the monument. A new plaque, noting the capsule, was mounted
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to the monument reading, in part; “honors the founders of Seattle and the men and
women whose vision and efforts made this city….”. Lastly, in 2001, two additional
plaques were incorporated into the monument. The first recognizes the Duwamish
people and their contributions in the founding of Seattle. The second honors, the adult
and married women members of the Alki landing party by name. The monument,
overtime, has begun to reflect an improved sense of recognition.
This author, in the spirit that history is a continuous process, has requested that his son
be present for the time capsule opening in 2051 and to revise this paper as indicated.

